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~CLASSIC SHISHA (SINGLE FLAVOURS)
Your choice of single flavor tobacco from the range Al Fakher and other best-selling brands
(Orange, Watermelon, Blueberry, Double Apple, Grape, Paan, Kiwi, Mint, Gum, Strawberry)
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~PREMIUM SHISHA (COCKTAIL MIXES) 
Special hand-crafted mixes created by our team of Shisha Sommeliers using Al Fakher
& other best-selling brands

Blue Mist - Refreshing blueberry flavor with a hint of mint aftertaste

Tropical Smoothie - Rich taste of ripe mango & exotic coconut with pleasant frosty aftertaste.

Fresh Splash - Rich sweetness of grape with notes of berries and cooling menthol
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Double Kick Collection:
Same flavour, double the kick. Only for those who dare.
(Double Apple, Grape Mint, Mint)

Dreams Collection: 
New Al Fakher “Dreams” collection is a fantasy of sensations and flavours.
Constantly exciting. Always mind-blowing.

Magic Love - Aromatic mix of passion fruit, melon, spices with a little mint touch
and strong cooling aftertaste

Lucid Dreams - Taste of fresh blueberries mixed with a touch of citrus & mint with cooling e�ect

White Flash - Exotic mix of fruity & citrus flavours highlighting pineapple, orange
with pleasant cooling aftertaste

Funky Desire - Refreshing mix of selected citruses blended with wild mix of fresh fruits 

Secret Garden - Rich sweetness of creamy vanilla with notes of freshly -picked mint

Summer Dreams - Mouthwatering mix of banana and cinnamon smoothie

189~EXCLUSIVE SHISHA (EXCLUSIVE TOBACCO) 
Premium selection of dark tobacco with outstanding and long-lasting exclusive flavours

Chimney Cake - Rich taste of famous Czech dessert with sweet aroma of vanilla & caramel
with light pomegranate touch.

Fruit Garden - Tropical cocktail of sweet mango and juicy passion fruit mixed
with ripped summer fruits.  

Something Tropical - Wild mix of fizzy lemon lollipops, tropical pineapple & wild raspberries.

Lemon Coke - Sweet marmalade candy flavor with the taste of fizzy Coca-Cola with lemon

~AL FAKHER SIGNATURE MIXES:
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~AL FAKHER
Experience the flavours you know and love from the world's #1 shisha brand.

Two Apples - The king of kings and a true classic that delivers the freshest apple flavours
built on layers of exquisite juicy taste.

Blueberry - Relish the sublime taste of fresh blueberries, a perfect blend of sweet and
slightly sour notes that will elevate your experience.

Grape with Mint - Savor the taste of freshly picked grapes complemented by a touch of mint
for a lingering fresh finish.

Gum with Mint - Soothe your senses with this subtle and light mix that
delivers fresh minty undertones.

Lemon with Mint - Enjoy a zesty mix of fresh lemons and mint for a
truly invigorating session.

Magic Love - Spice things up with our tropical mix of passion fruit, melon
and mint for an unforgettable session.

~SHISHA KARTEL
Criminally awesome flavours. Come get some.

Macho Maniac - With a short fuse and a trigger -happy personality, Macho Maniac fires
flavorful shots of cooling mango and passionfruit.

Silly Scientist - Although infamous for his wacky inventions, Silly Scientist is a genius when
it comes to his specially formulated concoction brimming with the sinful pleasures of icy pear
and lemon sweetness.

~ZODIAC
Enjoy the wonders of relaxation with our unique, nicotine -free, tea -based shisha

Aurora - Calm your senses with the perfect blend of cherry, elderberry, lime and guava.

Perseus - Embrace the peace and enjoy the soothing mix of lemon, black grape,
elderberry and mint.
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